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My creative practice, as a European composer, is driven by a deep emotional, philosophical, 
and creative engagement with some principal concepts in traditional Japanese aesthetics; 
more specifically, the concepts of ma (aesthetically placed empty intervals in space and time) 
and wabi-sabi (the idea that nothing is perfect, nothing is finished, nothing is forever). A 
detailed analysis of the concepts of ma, wabi-sabi, and Japanese aesthetics in general is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, the purpose of this study is to examine, through the 
creation of new works, whether these concepts could work as aesthetic and structural 
fundamentals for a compositional practice that is so far removed from the world of traditional 
Japanese arts (where these concepts have flourished) both culturally and chronologically. I 
wish to investigate ways of bridging the world of Western contemporary composition with 
that of traditional Japanese aesthetics and communicate my ideas regarding these concepts by 
incorporating them into my creative practice. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Introduction and compositional aims 
 
My compositional research, as a western European, is driven by a deep emotional, 
philosophical, and creative engagement with some central concepts in traditional Japanese 
aesthetics. My engagement as a teenager with traditional Japanese martial arts introduced me 
to other traditional Japanese artistic practices such as the monochromatic ink wash paintings 
called sumi-e and the poetic form haiku. Through them, I got in touch with an aesthetic 
universe so radically different to the world of Western aesthetics I was brought up on. These 
aesthetic concepts were so appealing to me that they began through the years to influence my 
way of thinking and subsequently, my artistic practice as a composer and performer. It will 
be helpful to begin with a depiction of these ideas (specifically the concepts of ma and wabi-
sabi), in order to introduce discussion of their detailed consequences in my music and the 
larger choices made in my creative trajectory. 
 
The traditional Japanese aesthetic concepts of ma and wabi-sabi, although extremely rich in 
implicit meaning, have proved very slippery and elusive in definition. Being in an academic 
environment, I faced the challenge of providing details and definitions for notions that I could 
feel but was not always able to explain. Moreover, the completion of a practice-led PhD 
compelled me to analyse and theorise creative techniques and procedures that I would have 
normally allowed to be completely intuitive. A detailed analysis of the concepts of ma, wabi-
sabi, and Japanese aesthetics in general is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, the 





purpose of my research is to investigate ways of communicating my ideas regarding these 
concepts by incorporating them into my creative practice; a creative practice that although 
heavily inspired by, lies outside the context of Japanese culture where the notions of ma and 
wabi-sabi have flourished. I wish to create works that feel new and ‘fresh’ during each new 
performance and/or recording of them, while at the same time being able to preserve their 
sonic identity and ‘spirit’; works that will invite rather than convey interpretations of 
meaning. Through the creation of new works, I will attempt to examine whether the concepts 
of ma and wabi-sabi could work as aesthetic and structural fundamentals for my 
compositional practice, despite that practice being so far removed from the world of 
traditional Japanese arts both culturally and chronologically. I am perfectly aware that 
removing these concepts from their native setting could change some of their qualities; some 




1.2 The concept of Ma 
 
In Japanese tradition, ma is an aesthetically placed empty interval in space and time. The 
written word ma is the combination of two Chinese characters: The outer one means gate or 
door (mon) and the inner one sun (hi) or moon (tsuki); combined, the two characters create 
the visual image of a ‘light shining through a gate or door’.1 While the word ma is understood 
in the Western world as negative or empty space, the complexity of the concept lies in the 
                                                
1 Richard B. Pilgrim, ‘Intervals (“Ma”) in Space and Time: Foundations for a Religio-Aesthetic 
Paradigm in Japan, History of Religions, Vol. 25, No. 3 (The University of Chicago Press, 1986), 255-
277 (p. 258).  





fact that in Japanese tradition, space and time are conceived of as a fusion of spatial and 
temporal experiences; experiencing time is a space-structured process and experiencing space 
is a time-structured one. A noteworthy example in the context of architecture is the use of the 
stepping stones, called tobi-ishi (literarily: ‘skipping stones’), to create paths in traditional 
Japanese stroll gardens. The sophisticated spacing of the stones (the empty space between 
consecutive stepping stones as an expression of ma) can be used to regulate not only the 
direction of movement, but also the walker’s speed; thus, the time needed to walk the garden 
path. As a result, the visitors’ visual and auditory input – hence their experience of the place 
– is manipulated not merely by spatial phenomena, but it is also structured over time.2  
 
Ma as an aesthetic concept, being fundamentally different from the Western concept of 
sequentially ordered space and time, is capable of merging ideas, concepts, and experiences 
that can be usually placed either in space or in time and also bridge the boundaries between 
religion and culture, traditional and contemporary. More importantly, these empty intervals 
of space and time are always perceived as invitations to some sort of action, and in traditional 
Japanese art, ma became the means for inviting the spectator to become an active participant 
in the artwork by filling these empty intervals with meaning. A concrete example of this can 
be found in the Nō drama, which according to contemporary Nō actor and author Komparu 
Kunio is ‘the art of ma’.3 The most powerful moments of a Nō play are the ones of ‘no-
action’ that can be found between the dialogue, miming, dancing, and singing parts of the 
                                                
2 Günter Nitschke, From Shinto to Ando: Studies in Architectural Anthropology in Japan, (London: 
Academie Editions, 1993), p. 55. 
3 Kunio Komparu, The Noh Theatre: Principles and Perspectives, (John Weatherhill Inc., 1983), p. 
70. 
 





play. What renders these intervals without action so important and also so enjoyable is the 
ability of the actor to hold the attention due to his4 underlying spiritual strength. Eventually, 
narrative, acting, music, and movement surrender to something more profound that emerges 
through the gaps between those acts.  
 
The word ma carries not only objective but also subjective meaning: the objective location is 
in the describable four-dimensional world (i.e. space and time), and the subjective is the 
experience of that world. According to the German architect Günter Nitschke, ma includes 
not only form/non-form and the continuity of space and time, but it also has to do with 
human experience. Ma for Nitschke is ‘the simultaneous awareness of the intellectual 
concepts form + non-form, object + space, coupled with subjective experience; it is the thing 
that takes place in the imagination of the human who experiences these elements. Therefore, 
one could define ma as experiential place.’5 By collapsing the boundaries between the 
objective and subjective worlds, and even between space and time, ma becomes a ‘between 
world’,6 something that conveys ‘a metaphysical aesthetic’,7 and eventually a very specific 
way of thinking about and experiencing the world.   
 
                                                
4 In Nō theatre male actors play both male and female roles. 
5 Günter Nitschke, ‘Ma: The Japanese Sense of “Place” in Old and New Architecture and Planning’, 
Architectural Design, 3 (1966), 113-156 (p. 152). 
6 Pilgrim, p. 268.  
7 Tōru Takemitsu, Confronting Silence: Selective Readings, trans. and ed. by Yoshiko Kakudo and 
Glenn Glasow (Berkeley: Fallen Leaf press, 1995), p.56. 





In the realm of music composition, the use of ma can create and distribute sounds in space 
and time that take on meaning not through the composer, but through the acts of the 
performers and listeners.8 I decided to focus on three expressions of ma that I believe have 
some relevance to the compositional and performance process: 
 
1) Empty intervals defined by objects in space: the spatial separation of sound sources 
creates not only contrast, but also an active space that invites contemplation and 
action. The sound sources themselves do not imply something specific; the listener 
has to participate actively in the space created by them in order to fill it with meaning. 
 
2) Bridges between worlds: ma, as a ‘between world’ that collapses the boundaries 
between the objective and subjective/space and time, can also act as a bridge between 
different sound and cultural worlds, a bridge that invites the listener to cross it. 
 
3) Pauses between consecutive sonic events: ma is realised as intervals of silence 
between sounds; ‘an unquantifiable metaphysical space (duration) of dynamically 
tensed absence of sound’.9 These pregnant nothings remind the listeners that the silent 
parts of a piece demand from them action as well. 
 
                                                
8 Jonathan Lee Chenette, ‘The Concept of Ma and the Music of Takemitsu’ (Grinnell: Grinnell 
College, 1985), in Kokusai Shakuhachi Kenshukan, North America 
<http://www.kskna.com/media/articles>, [accessed 6 June 2018] (p. 6). 
 
9 Tōru Takemitsu, ‘One Sound’, trans. Hugh de Ferranti, Contemporary Music Review, vol. 8, part 2 
(1994) 3-4, (p.4). 









Sabi means something that has aged well – but also carries the sense of tranquil solitude as 
expressed in the haiku of the famous Japanese poet of the seventeenth century Matsuo Bashō 
(1644-1694) – and wabi conveys the meaning of simple, austere, understated beauty.10 
Through the ages, the meanings of the words sabi and wabi became so interchangeable that, 
nowadays, the line separating the two terms has become indistinct even for Japanese scholars 
and often the term wabi-sabi is used instead.11 The teachings of Zen Buddhism and the 
observation of nature moulded the core of wabi-sabi as an aesthetic ideal: all things are 
impermanent, all things are imperfect, all things are incomplete.12 Wabi-sabi stands opposite 
to the monumental, enduring Western idea of beauty; it exists in the inconspicuous, the 
overlooked, the ephemeral. Simplicity, irregularity, suggestion, intimacy, and impermanence 
gradually became the main ingredients of wabi-sabi and of traditional Japanese taste in 
general.13 Nonetheless, the beauty of wabi-sabi is not something inherent in things; it is a 
perceptual event.14 Wabi-sabi does not exist, it ‘happens’ and in order for it to ‘happen’, the 
                                                
10 Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, Zen Buddhism and its Influence on Japanese Culture, (Kyoto: The Eastern 
Buddhist Society, Otani Buddhist College, 1938), pp. 137-151. 
 
11 Leonard Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, (California: Imperfect Publishing, 2005), pp. 33-35. 
 
12 Leonard Koren, Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers, (California: Imperfect 
Publishing, 1994), p. 7. 
 
13 Donald Richie, A Tractate on Japanese Aesthetics, (Berkeley, California: 
Stone Bridge Press, 2007), p. 18. 
 
14 Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, p. 57. 
 





observer has to distance herself from her habituated ways of looking at things: she must de-




1.4 Paths not followed and compositional outline  
 
Although my research was from the beginning very much influenced by the aesthetic 
concepts described above, my main focus during the first eighteen months of my doctoral 
studies was – informed by my interest in John Cage’s teachings and compositional techniques 
– the exploration of chance operations and indeterminacy in the creation and performance of 
electronic and electroacoustic compositions. An essential studio and performance tool during 
that period was an EEG (electroencephalogram) headset paired with a laptop running 
Max/MSP or a modular synthesiser system. An EEG headset makes use of a number of 
electrodes placed on the scalp in order to measure the electrical activity of the brain;16 more 
specifically, the levels of the various brainwave bands (delta, theta, low and high alpha, low 
and high beta, gamma). I was using the aforementioned headset as a multiple-output, real-
time random numbers generator (as part of an EEG musification system that is mapping EEG 
                                                
15 The word ‘poverty’ in this context refers to the Zen mindset of non-attachment called mushin 
(literary: ‘no-mind’) i.e., not been attached to fixed ideas or material objects, thus be open to 
everything. 
 
16 Ramaswamy Palaniappan, ‘Electroencephalogram-based Brain-Computer Interface: An 
Introduction’, in Guide to Brain-Computer Music Interfacing, ed. by Eduardo Reck Miranda and 
Julien Castet (London: Springer, 2014), pp. 29-41 (p. 31). 
 





information to musical parameters17) and I created a number of works for solo instruments 
and live electronics or ‘brain performer’ and live electronics that were performed in various 
conferences and festivals like the 21st International Conference on Auditory Display, the 11th 
International Symposium on Computer Music Multidisciplinary Research, the 1st 
International Workshop on Brain-Computer Music Interfacing, the 2016 Diffrazioni 
Multimedia Festival, as well as at the Music Department of Bristol University.  
 
During the performance of these works, the performer is wearing the EEG head-set which 
sends her continuously changing brainwave band levels to a Max/MSP or modular 
synthesiser patch where they are scaled and mapped accordingly in order for the live 
electronics part of each work to be created. These levels, acting as streams of random 
numbers, are altering/modulating various parameters of the patch in a random but controlled 
way, creating an electronics part that although recognisable during every new performance of 
the respective work, it is never exactly the same. I was focusing my investigation on this 
fascinating neurofeedback loop that is created during the performance of these works: the 
brain activity of the performer is influencing the music, and at the same time the music is 
influencing the performer’s brain activity. For the next stage of this research, I was planning 
on using the EEG headset not only for the creation but also for the live spatialisation of my 
works. 
 
Towards the end of the second year of my research studies and despite its prolific output, I 
decided to set aside this path for various reasons. The NeuroSky EEG headset I was using, 
                                                
17 Joel Eaton, Eduardo Reck Miranda, ‘On Mapping EEG Information into Music’ in Guide to Brain-
Computer Music Interfacing, ed. by Eduardo Reck Miranda and Julien Castet (London: Springer, 
2014), pp. 221-254 (p. 227). 





although very reliable and compact-sized (its small size and weight were ideal for live 
performance), was an entry-level product, thus of limited capabilities. In order to continue 
my research, higher quality equipment was needed, and that was not an option due to 
financial reasons. More importantly, as I was getting further engaged with the study of 
traditional Japanese aesthetics and especially with the investigation of the various expressions 
of the concept of ma and the aesthetic influence of wabi-sabi in my work – both of which 
eventually became the focal point of my research –, I felt that focusing on one primary 
creative tool and only specific categories of works (electronic and electroacoustic) was quite 
limiting. My engagement with EEG equipment necessitated a significant amount of time 
dedicated to the study of various concepts of neuroscience, as well as programming 
techniques that although very interesting (and potentially useful in my future research and 
output as a composer), would eventually deprive me the time I wanted to allocate to the study 
of traditional Japanese aesthetic concepts. Moreover, my creative output as a composer 
includes electronic, electroacoustic, and acoustic works so it was imperative for me to 
explore the ways these aesthetic concepts may or may not be able to – aesthetically and 
structurally – influence all three categories of works. Finally, I realised that despite how 
interesting as a concept the neuro-feedback loop discussed above might be, there is a lack of 
audible connection between the live EEG data and the musical result, i.e., by using a number 
of software pseudo-random number generators instead, I could generate similar musical 
results. 
 
Initially, I focused on the creation of ensemble (‘Daitoku – Ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’) and 
electronic works (‘Houses II’, ‘Maai’, and ‘4Yōkai’) before I moved to composing 
electroacoustic pieces where I could combine the two sonic worlds. In the meantime, during 





the last year of my research, I made the decision to introduce into my sonic arsenal the 
shakuhachi, creating a solo (‘Triptych’) and an electroacoustic piece (‘Yomi’) for that 
instrument. Bridging the world of contemporary Western composition with that of traditional 
Japanese aesthetics is not an easy task. Making use of the shakuhachi – an instrument that is 
not only strongly associated with traditional Japanese music and culture but also a true 
embodiment of traditional Japanese aesthetics – as a creative tool, helped me gain a more in-
depth insight into the world of traditional Japanese aesthetics and the ways I could potentially 
incorporate them into my compositional process. Finally, after my investigation of whether 
the concepts of ma and wabi-sabi could work as aesthetic and structural fundamentals in 
electronic, shakuhachi, and ensemble works had reached a certain point, it felt necessary to 
create a summative work (‘Open Fields’) for my portfolio that by combining all three 
creative forces, would bring together all the compositional ideas and techniques applied so 
far. I made the conscious decision not to include works for larger forces (such as an 
orchestral piece) in my portfolio and focus only on solo and ensemble pieces for reasons 
explained in the last chapter of this thesis.   
 





When I decided to focus my research on the study of traditional Japanese aesthetic concepts, 
I felt that the creation of electronic works would be the best starting point. Electronic 





composition as a discipline, is possibly the most far removed of all three from the world of 
traditional Japanese aesthetics, thus the most challenging category of works to investigate 
whether these concepts could potentially work as aesthetic and structural fundamentals. 
American artist, aesthetics expert, and writer Leonard Koren (1948- ) has expressed his 
doubts about whether it is possible for wabi-sabi to exist in the digital world due to 
ideological and ontological incompatibilities.18 According to Koren, wabi-sabi is based on 
the interaction of real things in the real world and is itself ‘infinite information’19; a 
continuum that cannot occur in the binary structure of the digital domain. It is true that the 
recording of the material for my electronic compositions, as well as its processing and 
mixing, took place in a digital audio environment; a place where perhaps wabi-sabi cannot 
exist. But on the other hand, it is in the sound sources, the creative tools and techniques, and 
the live spatialisation of my electronic works where the listener can eventually experience the 
poetry of wabi-sabi and the various manifestations of the concept of ma. Thus, even though 
the digital world does not ‘meet the standards of actual-ness, “completeness” or 
verisimilitude necessary to support wabi-sabi’ 20, does it really matter? 
 
 
2.2 Sound diffusion 
 
When I had to choose the format of my electronic works, I made the decision to create solely 
stereo works and not multichannel ones. I deem performance a necessary part of my 
                                                
18 Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, p. 65. 
 
19 Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, p. 67. 
 
20 Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, p. 71. 





electronic works, and sound (stereo) diffusion as a performance practice was for me a natural 
realisation of this performance attitude. Fixed multichannel works embody a certain degree of 
fixity that seems to contradict with my aesthetic approach and aims. Although it is quite 
common for a composer to make adjustments to the relative level and equalisation of each 
channel during the performance of a fixed multichannel work, these adjustments are of a 
more corrective and less expressive nature. Additionally, stereo diffusion is not tied to a 
specific speaker set-up/configuration, and that makes it a very flexible performing strategy 
capable of making the most out of any given set-up and performance space.    
 
The process of decoding an electronic medium is never transparent:21 no set of loudspeakers 
is an absolutely neutral and transparent conveyor of sound material,22 and the position of each 
listener along with the acoustic qualities of the listening space can affect the perception of an 
acousmatic work. This lack of decoding transparency bestows an extra degree of 
indeterminacy to a fixed media work that is more than welcome in my compositional 
practice, and I consider the act of transference from my compositional space to any listening 
space an integral part of my electronic works: stereo diffusion, as an act of performance 
interpretation, works as a bridge between these two worlds. This bridging of the 
compositional and listening space may have a negative or positive impact on an acousmatic 
work; sometimes the acoustic qualities of a space can obstruct certain sonic qualities of the 
                                                
21 Adam Stansbie, ‘Beyond the Fixity Fallacy: Rethinking the Work-Concept in an Age of Electronic 
Music’, Music and Sonic Art: Practices and Theories. (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 
2017), p. 7. 
22 Scott Wilson and Jonty Harrison, ‘Rethinking the BEAST: Recent Developments in Multichannel 
Composition at Birmingham ElectroAcoustic Sound Theatre’, Organised Sound, 15.3 (Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), 239–250 http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1355771810000312 (p. 240). 





work, but on the other hand, other qualities may be enhanced. In both cases, the act of stereo 







2.3 Houses II 
 
Electromagnetic field sonification 
Duration: 6:10 
 
Our households and workplaces are bursting with electromagnetic radiation as a result of the 
use of numerous electronic devices. Although constantly present, electromagnetic radiation is 
inaudible. ‘Houses’ is a series of five electronic works that make use of electromagnetic field 
sonification recordings as their sonic material and they are influenced by the work of German 
composer Christina Kubisch (1948- ), particularly by her “Electrical Walks’23 series of 
works. Sonification is ‘the use of non-speech audio to convey information. More specifically, 
sonification is the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic 
signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation’.24 The output sound 
                                                
23 http://www.christinakubisch.de/en/works/electrical_walks 
24 Gregory Kramer and others, Sonification Report: Status of the Field and Research Agenda 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska, Faculty Publications, Department of Psychology, 2010) 
<http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/psychfacpub/444> [accessed 7 January 2019] (p. 3). 





reflects properties/relations of the input data and the whole procedure should be reproducible, 
i.e. ‘given the same data and identical interactions/triggers the resulting sound has to be 
structurally identical’.25 By making use of a stereo set of induction coil pick-ups coupled with 
a high-quality amplifier and a handheld recorder, I managed to transform the electromagnetic 
radiation emitted from various electronic devices into audible sound. The recordings were 
then edited, processed, and mixed in a digital environment. These five works explore the 
inaudible world of electromagnetic fields and as a bridge between worlds, introduce it to our 
every-day soundscape. 
 
The original idea for the ‘Houses’ series was to produce electromagnetic field sonification 
recordings from five different households using a variety of available sources: from 
electronic cigarettes to desktop computers and employ them to create one piece for each 
house. Soon, I came to realise that the recordings from similar devices, especially when it 
comes to not very structurally complicated ones (like microwave ovens for example), have 
similar sound. That made me alter my original plan ending up keeping only a selection 
comprising the eleven most sonically interesting ones. I decided to use only one recording 
from each type of electronic device, so I ended up with eleven recordings from eleven 
different devices. Each one of the five pieces in the series makes use of only a small number 
of these recordings (two to five), in different combinations, as its sonic material, and I tried to 
use each one of the eleven recordings at least once.  
 
                                                
25 Thomas Hermann, ‘Taxonomy and definitions for Sonification and Auditory Display’ in 14th 
International Conference for Auditory Display (2008) 
<https://smartech.gatech.edu/handle/1853/49960> [accessed 7 January 2019] (p. 2).    





By changing my original idea for the ‘Houses’ series, I felt that the whole project shifted 
from a solid five-part concept that could justify its fairly long duration (approximately 45 
minutes in total) into a set of variant iterations around the same concept. I am quite satisfied 
with each one of the five pieces individually but cumulatively, I doubt they can work as a 
comprehensible whole. Therefore, I decided to include only the second piece of the series 
into my portfolio as I believe it is the most well-executed, hence the most representative one. 
The original electromagnetic field sonification recordings are distorted, dense, and ‘glitchy’-
sounding by nature, so I decided to use two types of transformation in order to mould them in 
an electronic work; these two contrasting processes are reflected on the first and second half 
of ‘Houses II’ respectively. For the first part, I kept the harsh/distorted element of the 
recordings and tried to grant it a musical function by transforming it into a series of discreet 
harsh-sounding sporadic utterances. Subsequently, harshness gives its place to the element of 
high density, which is translated into slow-moving textures/sound masses that monopolise the 
second half of the work. The final gestures of the work are an interplay between the two 
aforementioned sonic states that work as a recapitulation or echo of what the listener has 
experienced so far.   
 
 
2.4 Modular synthesiser works 
 
In various of my works, I make use of a small modular system. The choice of the modules in 
the particular system is focused on experimental/sound design applications and not on a 
specific type of synthesis (abstractive, additive, FM, etc.). I could possibly replicate the 
functions of each module in a software environment like Max/MSP or Reaktor instead of 





using a hardware setup, especially a limited one. Nevertheless, having limited recourses 
allows me to get to know in depth the characteristics and capabilities of each module, 
determine the sonic possibilities of this setup, and compels me to discover creative ways to 
overcome its limitations.  
 
A modular synthesiser has an ‘organic’ feeling, not in terms of sound necessarily, but in the 
way the user performs on it. Even if the user is very familiar with his or her system, there is 
always the possibility of ‘sonic accidents’ that give the user the opportunity to follow a 
creative path completely different to the one she had planned. After a patch is created, the 
moment someone unplugs the patch cables, the sound is gone forever. Even if someone tries 
to recreate the patch by plugging in the cables in the same way and turning the knobs to the 
exact same settings, the sound will most probably be not exactly the same, for modular 
synthesisers, due to their analogue circuitry,26 are very sensitive to temperature and humidity 
changes. The impermanence, imperfections, and open format of the modular synthesizer 






For modular synthesiser  
Duration: 6:30 
                                                
26 Nowadays there are numerous digital modules available in the market that are far more stable and 
resistant to environmental changes than the analogue ones. Nevertheless, the system I used for the 
creation of my works consists mainly from analogue modules. 






Maai is a traditional Japanese martial arts term referring to the space (engagement distance) 
between two opponents in combat. While the word maai is usually translated in English as 
interval or distance, the complexity of the concept lies in the fact that in Japanese tradition, 
space and time are conceived of in the same way (as a fusion of spatial and temporal 
experiences). Thus, although in physical terms the word maai expresses the actual distance 
between the two opponents, in temporal terms, maai represents the time it takes for each 
contestant to cover that distance. The merging of the two domains bestows on the term the 
meaning of the momentary lapses of awareness in the opponent’s mind that are manifested as 
a loss of advantage. As a result, even if the physical distance between two opponents is 
mutually advantageous, and both can cover that distance equally quickly, the clash of the 
mental intervals between the two opponents will determine the winner.27 
 
The piece is a sonic representation of a kendo (traditional Japanese fencing) duel; more 
specifically, of the very first strike of the fight expressed as the mental interval clash between 
the two opponents. That first strike, being successful or not, is an event or gesture that in real 
time lasts most probably less than one second. In this piece, it is stretched to several minutes 
as we move from the outer/physical world into the inner/mental one. ‘Maai’ is constructed 
entirely from self-generating patches, i.e. patches that make use of several ‘random 
generator’ modules of different types that modulate/alter various parameters in real time. As 
a result, the sound of each patch changes/evolves constantly and unpredictably, although 
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within certain, well-defined limits. The recordings of the aforementioned patches were 
subsequently edited, processed, and mixed in a digital environment. 
 
 
2.6 4 Yōkai 
 
Four miniatures for modular synthesiser 
Duration: 10:32 
 
Yōkai are supernatural creatures, monsters, and spirits in Japanese folklore that in most cases, 
are mischievous and malevolent entities. Many yōkai appear mostly human, with others 
having animal features or even resembling inanimate objects. They have supernatural powers 
with shapeshifting being the most common one. ‘4 Yōkai’ is a set of four electronic 
miniatures created with a modular synthesiser and inspired by the following four female 
(onna) yōkai:  
 
Kuchisake-onna (slit-mouthed woman): In Japanese folklore, the spirits of the dead that 
were killed in extremely violent ways do not rest properly and most often return to the land of 
the living seeking vengeance. Kuchisake-onna is one of them and her name derives from a 
deep cut on her mouth that runs from ear to ear. She appears to lone travellers at night, her 
mutilated mouth covered with a fan and asking them if they think she is beautiful. If the 
victim answers yes, she removes the fan and reveals her silt mouth, asking her victims if they 
still believe she is beautiful. If they say no, she slits their mouth from ear to ear to resemble 





hers. If the victim lies and answers yes for the second time, she walks away only to return to 
the victim’s house the same night and kill him brutally in his sleep.28 
 
Hone-onna (bone woman): At night, these corpses of young women will rise from the dead 
and walk to the home of their former lover. They are driven by an undying love despite the 
fact they are long dead. They appear as young and beautiful as they did when they were alive 
and only people with strong religious faith can see their true nature: rotting, skeletal corpses. 
At first, her appearance comes as a great shock to her lover but that quickly turns into 
blinding joy. Hone-onna will spend the night at her lover’s house only to leave first thing in 
the morning. As her corpse decays further, her appeal grows stronger and the coupling 
continues for days or even weeks. With every visit, the ghost drains a part of her lover’s life 
force, who grows weaker every night and eventually dies, joining his lover forever in the 
underworld.29   
 
Taka-onna (tall woman): Taka-onna are one of the numerous types of yōkai that frequent 
the red-light districts of Japanese cities. They look like ordinary women, but they are able to 
elongate their torsos several meters in length. Every taka-onna was once a regular woman 
who was too unattractive to find a husband or a job at the red-light districts. Their jealousy 
and bitterness slowly corrupted them and turned them into monsters. They are usually 
harmless but enjoy scaring the customers of brothels by elongating their bodies and peeping 
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into their second-floor windows, jealous of the physical pleasure they were never able to 
experience themselves.30 
 
Iso-onna (coast woman): Iso-onna are vampires that wander the rocky beaches of the 
Western part of Japan, praying on fishermen and travellers to feed upon them. They usually 
resemble tremendously beautiful women with very long black hair, who appear to have just 
come out of the sea, dripping wet. When a passenger approaches, iso-onna lets out an ear-
piercing scream that stuns her victims, then drags them into the sea where she drains their 
blood using her long hair. Alternatively, iso-onna sit on the cliffs calling out to passers-by 
with their eerie voices. Mesmerised, the victims walk off the cliffs falling to their deaths, 
allowing the iso-onna to feed upon their dead bodies.31  
 
‘4 Yōkai’ is a set of four electronic miniatures with no specific order (for the purpose of this 
commentary they are presented in chronological order) that share the same rhetoric of 
harsh/distorted foreground gestures against a sustained, slow evolving background 
pedal/atmosphere, both placed in a heavy reverberant space. The foreground gestures, 
‘rough’, fast-moving, and explicit in nature, symbolise the respective yōkai; her terrifying 
appearance, her violent delights, and the ghastly actions she inflicts on her victims. These 
distorted gestural outbursts often have a spasmodic spatial motion and somehow unresolved 
function. They appear direct, ‘dirty’, and confusing, very much like the distressing nature of 
the yōkai they represent. On the other hand, the ‘mellow’, slow-moving, almost implicit in 
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nature background pedal acts as an indicator of the eerie setting each story takes place: from 
the misty, rocky coasts of Western Japan to the dark, ominous alleys of Tokyo.   
 
On a larger scale, this bold contrast between the two sonic groups also signifies the world of 
the spirits placed against the world of the living. According to Japanese folklore, under 
certain circumstances, the veil that separates the two worlds can grow thinner and at that 
moment, spirits and supernatural beings get the opportunity to cross over. Although I strived 
to keep the two sonic worlds as separate as possible in order to emphasise their differences, I 
wished to include a sonic element into these four miniatures that would denote that specific 
moment and act as a bridge between the two worlds. The heavy reverberant space that the 
foreground gestures and background pedal are placed in serves that purpose by acting as a 
signifier of the moment when these two overlapping but independent worlds are momentarily 
linked and being a digital empty space that acts as a bridge between worlds, becomes a fitting 
example of ma. 
 
  










I am interested in and have studied traditional Japanese aesthetics for a long time now. The 
moment I began to learn how to play the shakuhachi, I realised that the instrument itself is an 
embodiment of those aesthetics and could potentially work as a vehicle for a better 
understanding of their application to music. Traditionally, that embodiment also involves a 
deep, long-term apprenticeship with the instrument; something that personally have not had 
the opportunity to pursue so far. Conscious of that lack, I have sought to acquire access to 
that ‘embodied’ richness through sustained self-study of the instrument. Learning how to play 
a non-Western instrument in the absence of a tutor created an implicit tension that ultimately 
proved highly productive for my aesthetic investigation, focused through the creation of two 
new works for shakuhachi. 
 
Although very simple in construction, the shakuhachi has a truly impressive sonic agility. 
Listening to pieces written hundreds of years ago, one can notice the plethora of what in 
Western art music is called extended techniques. Although something relatively new in 
Western music, extended techniques have been common practice in Japanese wind and string 
instruments’ performance for hundreds of years now. But whereas they have been primarily 
used as a means to produce new sounds from the instrument or merely as virtuosic devices by 
Western musicians, in Japanese traditional music, these techniques play an important 





structural role in the performance of the repertoire by supporting the programmatic nature of 
each work.32 
 
While listening to shakuhachi music and traditional Japanese music in general, what struck 
me the most was the difference between Western classical and traditional Japanese music 
when it comes to sound ideals. In Western ensemble and orchestral music, the composer 
carefully selects and merges different instrumental sounds in order to create a unique, unified 
sound colour. Traditional Japanese chamber music seems to aim to achieve the opposite 
effect; no matter how small or big the ensemble is, the timbre of each individual instrument 
should be heard clearly. The multilinear nature of traditional Japanese music clearly supports 
this effect, especially in small ensembles like the sankyoku ensemble (shakuhachi, koto, and 
samisen), but surprisingly enough, this tone colour separation is evident even in relatively big 
ensembles consisting of a large number of different instruments like the gagaku (imperial 
court music, lit: ‘elegant music’) ensemble.   
 
Another example is the construction of Japanese instruments itself. Through the ages, the 
manufacture of Western orchestral instruments has evolved in order to achieve durability and 
most importantly, as much tone stability and homogeneity throughout the whole range of the 
instrument as possible. For Japanese instrument makers and performers, the instrument’s 
imperfections are not a disadvantage. On the contrary, it is exactly what plays the most 
important role to the instrument’s unique character. The shakuhachi, for example, has five 
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Gagaku Kangen and Shakuhachi Honkyoku’ (doctoral Thesis. York University, Toronto, Otario, 
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finger holes, and it is tuned to the minor pentatonic scale (D-F-G-A-C on a 1.8 shaku 
instrument for example). In order to produce the rest of the chromatic scale, the performer 
can either partially cover finger holes, or use the traditional meri and kari techniques. When 
performing a meri, the player draws the chin in, bringing the lips closer to the blowing edge 
in order to bend the pitch downwards. The kari technique is the opposite gesture and bends 
the pitch upwards. In both cases, the chin movement is complemented with slight adjustments 
to the breath’s volume in order to fine-tune the note. The dynamics and timbre of the notes 
produced by these two traditional techniques are different from the ones produced by open 
holes. They sound quieter and ‘darker’ as they lack upper harmonics but is precisely that 
what gives the shakuhachi its unique sonic character. Japanese instruments, much like haiku 
poems or sumi-e paintings, are able to produce the maximum effect with the minimum 
amount of material by carefully focusing on the limitations of the medium.  
  
 
3.2 The instrument 
 
The shakuhachi is a vertical end-blown bamboo flute. There is evidence that the Japanese 
shakuhachi has its roots in the Chinese bamboo flute xiao and was first imported to Japan 
with the gagaku ensemble by the eighth century.33 The term shakuhachi means one shaku 
(Japanese foot) plus eight sun (1 sun = 1/10 shaku); that is, 1.8 shaku or approximately 54.5 
cm. Although the 1.8 shakuhachi is the most common one (in the key of D), there are flutes 
in various sizes ranging from 1.3 to 2.8 shaku and in some extreme cases even larger than 
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that. Nevertheless, the word shakuhachi refers to any length of flute. The typical features of 
the modern-day instrument are: the use of the root end of the bamboo, five fingerholes (four 
on the front and one at the back), an outwardly cut mouthpiece, and a total of seven nodes on 
the bamboo.34  
 
In the Edo period (1603-1868), the shakuhachi became associated with the Rinzai sect of Zen 
Buddhism as a religious implement (hōki) for wandering mendicant komusō monks. It was in 
this period that the classical honkyoku (original pieces) repertoire of the instrument was first 
collected and canonised, something that led to the establishment of the first playing school 
(ryū) of shakuhachi, Kinko-ryū. Through the years, additional schools were founded and 
similarly to every traditional art in Japan were regulated by the iemoto system. The iemoto is 
‘the head of an institutionalised body, or guild, and s/he retains either the secret teaching, or, 
at least, is the proprietor of the accumulated artistic and aesthetic assets that belong to a group 
within any given art form’.35The honkyoku pieces gradually lost their position as the main 
repertoire as various schools secularised shakuhachi music by promoting new compositions 
and chamber music like sankyoku (pieces for shakuhachi, koto, and shamisen). Nevertheless, 
it is common for advanced students to study the honkyoku repertoire as a form of esoteric 
teaching after they have mastered the secular pieces.36 
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35 Linder, ‘Deconstructing Tradition in Japanese Music’ p. 263. 
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3.3 Traditional shakuhachi study and transmission of repertoire 
 
The shakuhachi tradition is mainly an oral one. Despite the availability of published 
honkyoku scores nowadays, the transmission of the traditional repertoire is still mainly based 
on the one-to-one teacher-student relationship. During shakuhachi lessons, the teacher and 
student sit opposite each other and play in unison, with the student trying to imitate and 
match the teacher’s playing and style. Once the piece is learned by ear, it is ‘given’ to the 
student meaning that s/he is now allowed to perform it and start working on it or ‘polishing it 
off’.37 When a piece is ‘given’ to the student that does not mean that the learning process is 
over; on the contrary, it is now the beginning of a long process of internalising the piece. At 
first, beginners imitate their teacher/school style with no or minimal deviation when 
performing a piece. As the student’s skills develop and this internalisation process 
progresses, the performance itself begins to change. A master (shihan) and especially a 
grandmaster (dai shihan) is allowed to make subtle changes and sometimes even omit and/or 
add sections to a piece, in a way recreating the piece during each performance; an indication 
of ‘owning’ the piece.38 This is apparent in how different the live or recorded performances 
of the same honkyoku piece by different masters can be. The honkyoku repertoire, although 
being a tradition dating hundreds of years back and regulated by stringent rules under the 
iemoto system, is not a fixed one. Quite the opposite, a honkyoku piece is considered an 
object always is progress,39 faithful, to my mind, to the wabi-sabi aesthetic. 
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When a student has learned the piece by ear, s/he is ‘given’ the piece in notated form by the 
teacher. Shakuhachi teachers use their own notation or the notation of the school to which 
they belong. The shakuhachi notation differs from the Western notation in many aspects. 
First and foremost, it is not a complete representation of the piece in the way a Western score 
is. Instead, it works primarily as a memory aid for the performer, being merely an extremely 
simplified depiction of the basic structure of the piece. The notation consists of syllabaries 
from one of the two syllabic/phonetic writing systems of the Japanese language katakana, 
and it can be described as a tablature-style fingering system.40 Shakuhachi notation usually 
omits dynamics, ornamentation, timbral effects, rhythm, and sometimes even pitch. Some 
schools include basic rhythmic indications in their scores, something that is useful in 
ensemble pieces but in honkyoku repertoire, due to its free-rhythm nature, these indications 
end up being merely a guide.41 Thus, as Riley Lee (a Western dai shihan) mentioned, 





3.4 The shakuhachi as an embodiment of wabi-sabi  
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My decision to introduce the shakuhachi into my sonic arsenal was not merely because I, as a 
composer, was attracted to its sound quality and sonic agility. Using the shakuhachi as a 
creative tool, helped me gain a more in-depth insight into the world of traditional Japanese 
aesthetics and the ways I could potentially incorporate them into my compositional process, 
for the instrument itself, as being discussed earlier, is a true embodiment of traditional 
Japanese aesthetics; especially that of wabi-sabi: the construction – a single piece of aged 
bamboo with five holes drilled to it – reflects the simple, austere beauty of the concept and 
being a very fragile instrument, extremely susceptible to environmental changes, the 
impermanence of it; the sound, being ‘breathy’, full of white noise and with a range 
characterised by unequal note quality, echoes the imperfection of all things; finally, the 
traditional repertoire, by continually evolving, is reminiscing of the fact that no work of art is 
ever truly finished.   
 
 
3.5 Personal approach  
 
Toru Takemitsu’s ‘November Steps’43 for shakuhachi, biwa, and orchestra was my main 
inspiration in composing my first piece for shakuhachi. Although extremely eager to begin 
this new endeavour, at the beginning, I faced the difficulty perhaps every translator does 
when she attempts to translate a literary work from one language to another. More 
specifically, how is it possible to translate a (musical) idea from one culture to another? A 
problem that I had to solve before I could put the very first note on the manuscript paper; a 
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problem with two parts: aesthetical and notational issues. Soon I came to realise the 
limitations of my musical language. My intention was neither to write a traditional 
shakuhachi piece, nor a contemporary Western art music piece infused with Japanese 
elements. To blend these two completely different sonic and cultural worlds was still an 
impossibility for me. At this point, I decided to look closer into the work that inspired me to 
write for shakuhachi in the first place, ‘November Steps’.  
 
When Takemitsu was commissioned by the New York Philharmonic to compose this 
particular piece, he had the aesthetic desire to create a piece that would be like ‘swimming in 
an ocean that has no East or West’44 and spent months trying to envision a way of blending 
the two sound worlds: Japanese traditional instruments (shakuhachi-biwa) and the Western 
orchestra. According to him: ‘Sound in Western music progresses horizontally. But the sound 
of the shakuhachi rises vertically, like a tree’.45 At the end, the solution like a satori came to 
him: he should not be occupied with such things as how to merge the two worlds; their 
differences should be emphasised and juxtaposition in all possible levels is the way to 
achieve that: the spatial separation of the orchestra in three sections, (left, right, and back) 
placing the two Japanese instruments in the middle; the free rhythm notation of biwa and 
shakuhachi in contrast to the standard notation of the orchestra; and finally, imaginative 
orchestration that allows the sound of the two Japanese instruments to be heard clearly at any 
given time no matter how ‘big’ the sound of the orchestra can get.  
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That made clear to me that striving to merge the two worlds into one was a futile attempt. I 
should cultivate within me those two traditions and confront their contradictions by 
emphasising them just like Takemitsu did and try not to force ‘Japanese sounds into Western 
musical structures’.46 My intention is definitely not to be disrespectful to the shakuhachi 
tradition that dates hundreds of years back, but to make a fetish out of an instrument is 
contributing to my mind absolutely nothing to music; traditional music has an incredible 
power and beauty indeed, but my intention is to create something with a strong 
relationship/connection to the present. My engagement with the shakuhachi offered me new 
compositional material and made my sound world not only wider but also deeper; it made me 
realise the limitations of my music language as a Western classical trained musician and 
began to pose profound questions to me. But perhaps this gap between the two music 
languages, this untranslated landscape is the path I wish to walk. This empty space, as an 
excellent example of ma, could work as a bridge between worlds and be the solution to both 
my aesthetic and notational problems in my attempt of composing my first works for 
shakuhachi. From this emptiness, sounds in their ultimate expressiveness should be born and 
finally return to it.  
 
 
3.6 Notational issues  
 
As has been discussed above, notation in honkyoku repertoire works merely as a memory aid; 
a rough sketch meant to be completed by the performer. Being mainly an oral tradition, the 
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things that are being ‘asked’ of the performer on paper can only be understood by listening 
and not by mere visual representation. During performance, theoretical thinking ceases to 
exist and the sound, resonating through the performer, transcends the realm of personal. It 
was of great importance to me to ‘transfer’ this element to my performance and writing; I had 
to find a way to recreate that effect without the use of a traditional shakuhachi score. In order 
to achieve that, I had to step outside the typical Western system of notation, where a piece is 
fixed on paper. My intention was not to create an improvisational piece either, where perhaps 
something like a graphic score would suffice. Like honkyoku pieces, I wanted my score to be 
a sketch of a very specific idea; an idea that ideally could be interpreted by each performer in 
a slightly different way. Once again, I had to explore the empty space between two worlds.  
 
Through the years, many composers have attempted to notate new music for shakuhachi 
using Western notation. While studying different scores in order to find a starting point for 
my own notational needs, I realised that despite their differences, the majority of notational 
attempts seem to fall into two major categories. The first, influenced greatly by standard 
Western music notation, is trying to be as specific as possible regarding notational aspects 
like pitch, duration, rhythm, etc. That creates music that can be carried out by a large number 
of performers with little or no deviation from the composer’s original idea. The second one, 
closer to the spirit of traditional shakuhachi notation, is not that much concerned with 
absolute precision, and allows a certain degree of freedom during performance, although 
within certain well-defined limits. It was clear to me that the second group would work as my 
starting point. I was in need of a notational system that covers the majority of traditional 
playing techniques as well as a number of recent innovations and solves the problem of note 
duration. 






Traditional shakuhachi notation specifies only two vague note durations: long and short. The 
exact interpretation of that is up to the performer who frequently provides many variations in 
length for each long or short note; this lends the music a beautiful fluidity that has breathing 
as the main focal point.47 But how can this fluidity be notated with Western notation? Using 
standard note durations for my shakuhachi works would result in a very ‘rigid’ score that 
would not be able to express the sound I had in mind. My first thought was to use 
proportional notation as Takemitsu did in ‘November Steps’, although my main concern was 
that the performer would possibly be too focused on interpreting the precise note lengths 
while playing. That, to my mind, would lead to another type of rigidity, not sonic (most 
probably), but mental. But how does, the shakuhachi part in ‘November Steps’ have such a 
natural flow despite the fact that the performer follows a very precise and detailed 
proportional score?  Listening to various recordings of ‘November Steps’ while following the 
score, I came to realise that the shakuhachi performers do not follow the written note lengths 
with absolute precision. Like in honkyoku scores, the note lengths are for them merely a 
guide. Moreover, what caught my attention was a little comment in Takemitsu’s score 
regarding note duration: ‘It has to be grasped interiorly’.48 Of course, that does not mean that 
a shakuhachi note length cannot be measured accurately. What I believe Takemitsu suggests, 
is that he is not interested in the precise length; like in honkyoku, his score is just a sketch to 
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be completed by the performer in a natural, intuitive way, for music always comes from 
within and not just from what is written on a piece of paper.  
 
Eventually, I decided to follow the same path: I used mainly proportional notation for my 
shakuhachi scores with a reminder to the performers that the indicated note lengths work 
mainly as a guide and they should interpret them as they see fit and natural to the 
performance of each phrase. Regarding the notation of performing techniques, I primarily 
used Jeffrey Lependorf’s notation system as it is presented in his article ‘Contemporary 
Notation for the Shakuhachi: A Primer for Composers’.49 Although a relatively old article, it 
covers in a very comprehensive way the majority of traditional performing techniques of the 
shakuhachi as well as a couple of recent innovations. In addition to that, I borrowed a number 
of notation techniques from the score of ‘November Steps’ and also created some of my own 
when I could not find something relevant or when I thought a particular technique could be 
notated in a better way.  
 
 
3.7 Compositional planning  
 
After clarifying aesthetic and notational issues, it was time for me to start putting the initial 
sketches for my first shakuhachi piece on paper. At first, my intention was to create a piece 
for shakuhachi and electronics for my PhD portfolio. Instead, I decided to start with a solo 
shakuhachi piece before attempting to compose an electroacoustic work. The reason for that 
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was that I wanted to focus on the instrument itself before endeavouring to combine it with 
electronics. A solo piece would allow me to investigate whether my aesthetic and notational 
ideas are actually applicable and fine-tune my technique before I proceeded to an 
electroacoustic piece. Moreover, a solo piece could serve another purpose: Although I wanted 
my shakuhachi works to be composed in an as intuitive way as possible, I had to decide what 
kind of structure and form my work would have. I was quite reluctant to utilise any of the 
usual Western classical music forms; using something so standardised felt out of context with 
the sound I had in mind. Once again, I turned to the score of ‘November Steps’ for 
inspiration.  
 
‘November Steps’ is a beautiful and mysterious score. It doesn’t seem to have a clear climax, 
and although one can find apparent structural elements on the macro and micro levels of the 
score, a typical overall organisational structure does not seem to be the case in this work. 
Takemitsu, by emphasising the contradiction between the Japanese instruments and the 
Western orchestra, managed to create a score that is neither occidental nor oriental; ‘an ocean 
that has no East or West’ indeed.50 According to the composer, the large-scale structure of the 
work was inspired by the danmono, which is a traditional style of instrumental music for 
koto.51 A danmono piece consists of a number of movements or dan (step in Japanese); it 
starts slowly, it gradually increases in speed and towards the end returns to the original 
tempo.52 One could say that the danmono is similar to the Western Theme and Variations 
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form, but that is not exactly the case in ‘November Steps’ since there is not a distinct melodic 
motive that could work as the main theme. Instead, the ‘theme’ and its variations, I believe, is 
the actual juxtaposition between the Japanese instruments and the Western orchestra. Inspired 
by that, I tried to implement for my solo shakuhachi piece ‘Triptych’ a form based on steps 
as well, although my intention was not to create a Theme and Variations type of score.  
 
The picture that I had in mind for that piece was a sea of silence where each step resembles a 
wave that is born, rises, and finally returns to it. What I found really challenging while 
working with that type of form is that although it was absolutely necessary for me to create a 
type of cohesion within the score – in order for the end result not to sound like various 
random bits of music were brought together –  I primarily wished to create a piece that like 
‘November Steps’ does not move towards a climax; a piece that neglects the usual 
developmental stages found in a typical composition and its conclusion does not feel like an 
ending but something that could possibly continue forever; a work that is focused on the 
present moment and each step is not the consequence or continuation of the previous one or a 
prelude to the next one, but something individual and independent. Karlheinz Stockhausen 
(1928-2007), in his electronic composition ‘Kontakte’ (1960) and later in his instrumental 
works ‘Carre’ (1960) and ‘Momente’ (1965), was probably the first to introduced a very 
similar type of form called moment form, where ‘a piece unfolds as a succession of unrelated 
episodes or moments’.53 According to Stockhausen, the greatest difficulty and challenge of 
the moment form is the creation of unity and what creates that unity is each episode’s degree 
of presence or immediacy. Everything must have the same degree of presence, for if certain 
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events have more presence than others hierarchy is born and at that point, moment form 





For solo shakuhachi 
Performed by the composer 
Duration: 11:40 
 
‘Triptych’ is a solo piece for shakuhachi consisting of three movements. Each movement is 
inspired by one of the three Imperial Regalia of Japan that are presented to the emperor by 
Shintō priests during his enthronement ceremony, confirming his divinity and legitimacy as 
the supreme ruler of Japan. The ceremony is not open to the public, and the exact locations 
where each one of the objects are kept are not confirmed, hence their legendary status of 
these objects. The three Imperial Regalia of Japan consist of the sword Kusanagi, the mirror 
Yata no Kagami, and the jewel Yasakani no Magatama and they represent the three main 
virtues: valour, wisdom, and benevolence respectively.55 
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As discussed earlier, I made the decision to use mainly proportional notation for the score 
although passages notated with normal note values do occur when the need arose for a phrase 
or part of it to be more precisely notated. In order to suggest a tempo for the piece I used a 
‘Meditative’ tempo mark where the duration of a quarter note and also one centimetre on the 
manuscript paper (when proportional notation is used) equals approximately one second, 
reminding the performer though that note and silent part lengths, like in traditional 
shakuhachi notation, are merely a guide. I invite the performer not to be attached to the 
precise lengths but to make adjustments as s/he sees fit and natural to the performance of 
each phrase based on her/his breathing patterns and through rehearsing eventually to reach 
the point, much like a honkyoku player, of ‘owning’ the piece. At the beginning of the score, 
there is a comprehensive list of all the performing techniques used, the symbols that represent 
them in the score, and a short description for each one of them.  
 
I decided to submit a handwritten score for two reasons: Although I am quite competent 
producing contemporary scores in Finale or Sibelius, due to the abundance of custom 
notation in my piece, I found the whole process of crafting the score digitally a very time 
consuming one. It was necessary to use a graphic design software in order to import to the 
Sibelius score custom symbols and lines and on that area, my skills are quite limited. Aside 
from practical/technical reasons, I believe that a handwritten score is more suitable for the 
piece in discussion; it provides an intimacy to the music that a digital score would not be able 
to do and feels closer to the traditional handwritten shakuhachi scores from an aesthetic point 
of view.      
 





‘Triptych’ is a loosely programmatic work and it was intuitively composed. Each movement 
started as an improvisation inspired by the many tales and myths surrounding the three 
artefacts, which was subsequently refined on paper. The material of the composition was not 
prepared in advance, and although certain gestures and pitch formations do recur, that was 
not pre-designed. The approach mentioned above was very much influenced by Giacinto 
Scelsi’s (1905-1988) way of working. The Italian composer, who had studied and was 
influenced by Eastern religions and philosophy, used to develop his pieces through 
improvisations whose recordings he used in order to make the final transcription of a work. 
As it was mentioned before, the traditional method of playing chromatically on the 
shakuhachi is to bend upwards or downwards the notes produced by the open holes of the 
instrument using the meri-kari techniques. These chromatic notes, due to the lack of upper 
harmonics, sound darker and have weaker dynamics compared to the open hole notes (D-F-
G-A-C on the 1.8 shaku instrument that was used for the performance of the piece). Although 
the three movements do not have a clear tonic centre and are not composed on a specific 
scale, I discovered that they tend to gravitate towards certain open hole notes; more 
specifically towards D, G, and A of the otsu (lower octave of the instrument), something that 
possibly works as a unifying force between the different phrases/steps of each movement as 
well as the three movements themselves. 
 
During my attempt at bridging the worlds of traditional shakuhachi music and contemporary 
Western art music by emphasising their differences, I strived to distance myself from the 
analogies/convergences between the shakuhachi and the Western concert flute. The 
shakuhachi undoubtedly belongs to the wide flute family and indeed some of its techniques 
can be performed on the concert flute. Likewise, various extended techniques of the flute 





have been used by composers (including myself) whilst writing new music for shakuhachi. 
Despite their similarities, I tried to focus on a handful of fundamental differences between the 
two instruments in order to achieve a more idiomatic writing. Some of these differences are 
quite apparent, like the numerous techniques and sounds not possible to be produced by the 
concert flute. Others are subtler like the fact that shakuhachi players do not use 
diaphragmatic vibrato but instead by shaking their head from side to side, up and down, or in 
combinations of the previous two, are able to create a large variety of vibrato and pitch 
inflection effects. Additionally, the absence of a mechanical key system in combination with 
the meri/kari techniques, the large fingerholes, and the wide mouthpiece, makes microtonal 
inflection and glissandi on the shakuhachi a simple task and creates the impression that 
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For shakuhachi and electronics 
Performed by the composer 
Duration: 7:15      
 
Yomi is a work for shakuhachi and electronics. Yomi or Yomi-no-kumi is the Japanese word 
for the land of the dead as depicted in the Shintō religion and according to the legend it has 
geographical continuity with the world of the living with its entrance lying in the Izumo 
province.57 Yomi’s fundamental difference from what is described as the underworld in other 
religions (like the Christian Hell, Buddhist Naraka, Chinese Diyu, etc.) is the fact that it is 
not a place where the deceased suffer as a retribution for their actions or sins in life. Shintō is 
a religion that focuses on life and the present, associating death with impurity and pollution; 
therefore, there are no funeral rituals in Shintō (its followers use Buddhist funeral rituals 
instead).58 That possibly explains why Yomi is described as a dark place where the dead 
continue their shadowy existence regardless of their behaviour before death; like in the realm 
of Hades (the underworld of ancient Greece), the deceased walk the land of the dead without 
purpose for all eternity.59 
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The work was inspired by Izanagi’s journey to the underworld and his attempt to reunite with 
his deceased sister Izanami. The siblings Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no Mikoto are 
central deities in the Japanese creation myth and pantheon who through their union produced 
numerous other deities as well as the islands of Japan. While giving birth to the fire god 
Kagutsuchi, Izanami suffered fatal burns and went to Yomi with Izanagi following her to the 
land of darkness in an attempt to bring her back. Unfortunately, she had already consumed 
food in the underworld and according to the legend, once one has eaten in Yomi it is 
impossible to return to the land of the living. Once Izanagi saw the rotting body of his sister 
covered in maggots, he fled horrified and sealed the entrance of Yomi with a big rock. After 
the incident, Izanagi bathed in the sea to purify himself from the contact with the dead and 
his bath is regarded to be the founding of Shintō’s ritual purification practices called Harai.60  
 
In this work, the shakuhachi part represents Izanagi and his journey, while the electronics the 
echoes of the underworld as the spirits of the dead and the place itself react to the presence of 
the deity. Therefore, the shakuhachi part is used as the sonic material for the creation of the 
electronics part in order to emphasise/justify this connection. The structure of the shakuhachi 
part is similar to the one I used for the work ‘Triptych’ as described earlier: it is intuitively 
composed and it makes use of a form based on steps. This time though, each step is longer, 
with the whole work consisting of seven steps, each one representing a different part of 
Izanagi’s journey to the underworld. The same ‘Meditative’ tempo mark as in ‘Triptych’ is 
used here again, where the duration of a quarter note and also one centimetre on the 
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manuscript paper (when proportional notation is used) equals approximately to one second, 
bearing in mind once again that note and silent parts lengths are purely a guide.   
 
Due to the free-rhythm nature of the piece and also my encouragement towards the performer 
to interpret relatively freely note lengths and silent parts, I faced the problem of finding a way 
to perform the piece live. Having the shakuhachi player performing on top of a fixed 
electronics backing track was out of the question. Demanding strict synchronisation between 
the electronics and the shakuhachi parts (using a timer or a metronome for example) would 
be extremely restrictive to the interpretative skills of the performer. Instead, I was in need of 
a performing method that could adapt as much as possible to each shakuhachi player’s 
individual timing. The simplest and at the same time most effective way to accomplish that 
was to split the electronics track into consecutive sections and load them in sequence into a 
software sampler. The performer can then trigger them with the help of a midi foot-controller 
or foot-switch. The starting point of each section is notated on the score using boxed numbers 














While composing and performing electronic works, I investigated expressions of ma that 
have to do with the inspiration that led to the creation of a piece, the construction of the 
sounds themselves, their interaction and distribution in space, and the confrontation and 
balancing between sound and silence that is expressed as a relationship that is difficult to 
define technically. This silence does not only give birth to sound but also deprives it of its 
position of dominance and demands from the listener contemplation and action as well. All 
the above manifestations of ma can be found during the creation of acoustic works as well. 
What made the inclusion of ensemble works in my portfolio necessary was an expression of 
ma absent in electronic works: that found in human interaction during performance. The 
scores of the ensemble works described below explore the different ways the performers 
experience time (through the free time format used) and space (due to the fact that all 
performers read from the main score), and how each musician tries to bridge the gap between 
themselves and the rest of the group in order for this collaborative situation to be successful. 
 
 ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’ were performed by Ensemble Variances61 and they 
were recorded live during two composition workshops that took place at the music 
department of the University of Bristol in 2016 and 2017 respectively. ‘Open Fields’ is the 
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last work I composed for my PhD portfolio; combining shakuhachi, an ensemble of Western 
orchestral instruments, and electronics, it brings together all my compositional ideas and 
techniques applied so far and works as a summative work for my portfolio.  
 
 
4.2 Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room 
 
For flute, clarinet, piano, cello, and double bass 
Performed by Ensemble Variances 
Duration: 7:40 
 
Daitoku-ji (temple of Great Virtue) is a Buddhist temple, one of fourteen autonomous 
branches of the Rinzai school of Japanese Zen and it is located in Kyoto, Japan. Daitoku-ji 
became closely linked to the master of the Japanese tea ceremony Sen no Rikyū, who 
underwent his Zen training there, and consequently to the realm of the Japanese tea cult; 
particularly the tradition of wabi-cha.  
 
'Daitoku-ji's Tea Room' is a sonic walk through the gardens of the temple and it consists of 
three sections: ‘walking in the garden’, ‘the pond’, and ‘entering the tea room’. I have not 
visited the temple myself. My impression of the place is based solely on photographs and 
writings; thus, the music could be characterised as loosely programmatic and it is intuitively 
composed. Certain gestures and pitch formations do recur, although not pre-designed. The 
score is in free time format with each system lasting approximately seventeen seconds. Due 
to the very nature of the score, there are no individual parts provided for each instrument. 





Instead, the performers read from the main score. The reason for that is that the relationships 
between each instrument like the onset of each phrase, the silent parts, etc., should be 
interpreted graphically according to the score. The only exception to that are events 
connected with a vertical dashed line which indicates synchronisation.  
 
In 1980 Toru Takemitsu wrote that ‘thinking of musical form I think of liquid form. I wish 
for musical changes to be as gradual as the tides’.62 These words and particularly his work 
‘Rain Spell’ (1982) for flute, clarinet, harp, piano, and vibraphone inspired me to use free 
time format for my piece. The free time format of the score lends the music a fluidity, so 
important for this work that, to my mind, could not be achieved using a traditional time 
format. Indeed, the particular choice proved to be very effective in performance during the 
workshop and produced the effect that I had in mind while composing the piece. I am very 
grateful to the members of the Ensemble Variances for their tremendously useful and 
insightful comments that helped me not only to refine certain notational issues but also to be 





For flute, clarinet, piano, and cello 
Performed by Ensemble Variances 
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Yūgen may be the most indefinable among the traditional Japanese aesthetic notions. It 
describes the subtle profundity of things, suggests that which is beyond what can be 
expressed with words, and carries the connotation of half-revealed or suggested beauty. 
However, yūgen is not an allusion to another world; it is about this world, our current 
experience.63 Favouring allusiveness over explicitness is a major feature of traditional 
Japanese culture64 and the following characterisation of yūgen is a fine example of that: 
‘When looking at autumn mountains through mist, the view may be indistinct yet have great 
depth. Although few autumn leaves may be visible through the mist, the view is alluring. The 
limitless vista created in imagination far surpasses anything one can see more clearly’.65 
 
While wabi is mainly associated with the tea ceremony and sabi is evoked in the haiku of the 
great Japanese poets, the notion of yūgen has played the most crucial role in the art of the Nō 
drama66, one of the most significant cultural achievements of Japan in the middle ages. Its 
founder was Kannami Kiyotsugu (1333-1384), but the most important figure in the 
development of the Nō drama was his son Zeami Motokiyo (1364-1444), who in an effort to 
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establish aesthetic principles for his art adopted the concept of yūgen as the highest aesthetic 
ideal of Nō. Although ‘to be yūgen’ was the ultimate stage of attainment in all arts, the 
concept kept evolving constantly through the ages. Especially through its merging with the 
concept of sabi, we witness a transition of the concept from the mythical to the mundane, and 
at this last stage it comes to mean simply ‘the beauty of gentle gracefulness’.67 Sabi implies 
the harmony created through the bridging of two highly contrasting elements, a contrast that 
empowers both and produces a unified beauty. Influenced by that, in Zeami’s yūgen, the 
conflicting factors of abundance (yū) and nothingness (mu) are employed as a means of 
highlighting the artistic effect in Nō theatre. A striking example of that is the Nō actor himself 
where the elegance and magnificence (yū) of his costume is completed by the directness and 
frugality (mu) – although extremely expressive – of his stage movement. 
 
‘Yūgen’ as a piece shares the same free time format as its predecessor ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea 
Room’. Although inspired by the homonym concept, the idea behind the piece is that of a 
sonic representation of an imaginary Nō play. As in the case of ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’, 
the music is intuitively composed and the performers read from the main score instead of 
individual parts for the same reasons explained before. The only difference is that in ‘Yūgen’ 
each system lasts approximately twenty seconds instead of seventeen.   
 
Ensemble performance in traditional Japanese music is very different from the one in 
Western classical music. A principal melody works as the core and every instrument seems to 
branch off from that, reflecting its own distinct sonic character. The final beat of each phrase 
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is usually stretched and there is always a certain degree of flexibility in the entrance of each 
musician in the succeeding phrase.68 This elasticity creates a beautiful fluidity in the music 
that I strived to recreate in both works. That effect, being entirely intuitive produced, is 
something that I doubt can be notated. Hence, I decided to discuss the concept with the 
performers during the rehearsals instead. Moreover, the empty space (ma) between the 
phrases and the fact that every musician reads from the main score seems to work in favour 
of that effect.  
 
 
4.4 Open Fields 
 
For shakuhachi, oboe, bass clarinet, piano, cello, and electronics 
Duration: app. 13:00 
 
In the Spring of 2018, I visited the former Nazi concentration and extermination camp of 
Auschwitz in Poland. The Auschwitz complex consisted of more than forty camps and 
subcamps with Auschwitz II-Birkenau being the largest and it was there where the majority 
of the victims of Auschwitz died.  In the summer of 1944 with the Red Army approaching, 
the German leadership began the evacuation and liquidation of the camp (In mid-January 
1945, shortly after the launch of the Red Army’s Vistula-Oder offensive, the Germans 
commenced the final evacuation and liquidation phase of the camp) as an effort to destroy 
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any evidence of the crimes committed in Auschwitz.69 The majority of the barracks in 
Birkenau camp were burned down, with its crematorium and gas chambers being blown up. 
Nowadays, apart from the main gate, the monument to the victims, and a handful of barracks, 
Birkenau is an immense green field surrounded by dense forest. The only thing that disrupts 
this openness are the poles that used to hold the electric fences, and the chimneys, part of the 
heating system of the burned down barracks. I found myself mesmerised by this view and 
especially by the power of the negative space between those chimneys; something so empty 
and in a way beautiful used to enclose so much horror and despair. The way these empty 
spaces convey the negative beauty of disaster was the idea behind the piece ‘Open Fields’. 
 
‘Open Fields’ shares the same free time format with ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’ 
with each system lasting approximately twenty seconds. Additionally, similar to ‘Yomi’ I 
split the electronics track into consecutive sections with the starting point of each section 
being notated on the score using boxed numbers in ascending order. During the performance 
of the work, a performer can trigger them using a software sampler. Contrary to ‘Daitoku – 
ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’ that were intuitively composed, ‘Open Fields’ is built around a 
specific three-note motif: an ascending minor second followed by a descending major third, 
along with the inversion, retrograde, and retrograde inversion of it. The numerous iterations 
of this motif throughout the score develop only slightly or most of the time not at all. This 
almost static quality of the motif represents the invariable daily routine of the prisoners at the 
camp.  
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When it comes to the shakuhachi part, I strived to integrate its sound as much as possible 
within the sound of the rest of the ensemble. I sought to create a piece for ensemble and 
electronics and not a ‘shakuhachi, ensemble, and electronics’ one. The shakuhachi is a 
traditionally non-equal-tempered instrument hence tuning challenges may occur when it is 
combined with Western fixed equal-tempered instruments (string instruments, trombone, and 
unpitched percussion can always be a ‘safer’ choice). An advanced shakuhachi player can 
obviously tune her instrument to equal temperament during performance but that would result 
in a non-idiomatic writing for the instrument and that was simply not a choice for this work. 
Aside from tuning issues, the shakuhachi, as a bamboo instrument, can be very easily 
overpowered by other instruments, so dynamic balance should also be taken very carefully 
under consideration. The way to overcome these challenges and avoid a mismatch of timbral 
aesthetics was to use as careful an orchestration as possible while maintaining an idiomatic 
writing for the shakuhachi part. The electronic part, aside from having its own narrative, also 
works as a kind of timbral mediation, bridging the two sonic worlds.   
 
The ideal performance setting for ‘Open Fields’ as well as for ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’ and 
‘Yūgen’ would be the following: The performers are placed in various spots on stage (a 
relatively large stage would be ideal), as far as possible from each other, and not in a typical 
formation. In the case of ‘Open Fields’, for the playback of the electronics track, a stereo set 










‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’, ‘Yūgen’, and ‘Open Fields’ address all three definitions of ma 
related to compositional practice as discussed in previous chapter. To begin with, all three of 
them act as bridges between worlds. They carry to the listener images of a faraway place so 
different from the concert setting he is in; images that the listener can interpret/recreate in his 
mind according to his imagination and/or experience. Additionally, the presentation of a 
setting associated with the tea ceremony (‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’) and Nō theatre 
performance (‘Yūgen’) – two practices deeply rooted in Japanese culture – by an ensemble of 
Western instruments acts as a bridge between different cultures as well. Likewise, in ‘Open 
Fields’ the shakuhachi joins an ensemble of Western orchestral instruments and electronics in 
an attempt to tell a story inspired by a place that played a significant part in a major event of 
modern Western history. All three works make heavy use of silence as a structural element 
and being proportional scores intended to be performed quite freely, they allow significant 
expressive freedom to the performers. As a result, these works are slightly different every 
time they are performed. The silent parts, in combination with the mainly quiet character of 
the pieces, bring in the foreground all the non-musical sounds associated with the 
performance of an acoustic instrument such as mechanical noises, the creaks of the piano 
stool, etc. – sounds that are usually classified as unwanted or imperfections in a commercial 
recording –  and render them an essential part of the sonic world of the piece, equally 
important to the music parts. Finally, the sparse sonic world of these works puts emphasis on 
the spatial separation of the instruments (‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’ were 
performed in a workshop setting, thus I was limited as to how I could place the performers on 
stage during the recording of them) and invites the listener to actively participate in the space 
created by them in order to fill it with meaning. 
 











It has been said that John Cage was the one that ‘gave composers “permission” to pursue 
their ideas without fear of ideology’, enabling various technical and stylistic possibilities.70 
His ideas, along with the influence of postmodernism during the second half of the twentieth 
century released many composers from the aesthetic limitations of the academic modernism 
of the 50’s and 60’s. By blurring the boundaries between sonorities/procedures of the past 
and the present and sometimes by including references to other traditions and cultures,71 
every material became equally available to the composer; triadic harmony can be as radical 
as noise and non-musical sounds. Perhaps we are reaching an era where the ‘radical’ and the 
‘conservative’ could be in a way bridged, as the leading ethic for several composers 
nowadays is choice rather than the pursuit for innovation.72 Embracing this ethic, I felt 
myself free to choose what best facilitates the expression of my compositional ideas without 
fear of reproach: more specifically, the traditional Japanese aesthetic notions of wabi and sabi 
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and the fusion of spatial and temporal experiences that forms the core of the concept of ma; a 
concept very difficult not only to define but also to treat in an analytical or theoretical 
manner. Therefore, I decided to have a practice-led approach in my endeavour to better 
understand the concept of ma, filtered through three expressions of it that I believe have some 
relevance to the compositional and performance process: empty intervals defined by objects 




5.2 Further expressions of Ma 
 
The compositional process was not the only occasion where I could explore expressions of 
ma in my creative practice. The gap between the private world of my studio and the public 
environment of the performance space can be experienced as a ma-rich space that bridges the 
creative practice of the composer with the creativity of the listeners as they form 
interpretations of meaning through the listening experience. Outside my studio, it was 
extremely educating for me to see how I experience ma in a performance setting, i.e. how I 
comprehend the ma created by the empty spaces between the speakers as well as the one 
formed by pauses in the music during the live spatialisation of my electronic works in order 
to translate it into spatial movement. On the other hand, it was very interesting to witness the 
different ways performers understand and realise the silent parts of the score and how they 
interact with each other during the performance of my works. Last but not least, at the 
workshops for the pieces ‘Daitoku – ji’s Tea Room’ and ‘Yūgen’ I witnessed another 
manifestation of ma that occurs during ensemble performance; one that was described by the 





Japanese artist Sachio Goda: during the performance of an ensemble work, in order for this 
collaborative situation to be successful, each musician has to adapt their individuality to each 
other. Goda suggests that there is a point when every performer realises that part of herself 
cannot adapt any further. It is in that exact moment that ma appears as each musician tries to 
bridge the gap between themselves and the others in an attempt to create an aesthetic balance 
and avoid destructive confrontation within the group.73 That remark made me realise that it is 
the contrast between hiatus and flow, and most importantly their abrupt antagonism during a 
performance that makes these two pieces (and hopefully ‘Open Fields’ as well) ‘work’ and 
not an organic relation between the performers. That is perhaps what Goda means when she 




5.3 Acoustic and cultural ‘masking’ 
 
In my compositional practice, I am addressing many aspects of non-Western culture; I am 
trying to approach, understand, and make use of an aesthetic and knowledge system that 
interests me but of which I am not a part. Allowing my compositional practice to be 
influenced by traditional Japanese aesthetics does not mean that I wish my music to sound 
Japanese or to create some sort of pastiche. My aspiration is to approach and understand 
these concepts as much as possible and subsequently give them new expression within the 
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vocabulary of Western art music. There are various approaches and means of exchange when 
someone attempts to bring two (musical) traditions together, and I am fully aware that during 
every cultural exchange there will be incompatibilities and that, most probably, will involve 
some loss; i.e. aspects of the one may ‘mask’75 aspects of the other.76 An example of that in 
my composition practice would be the issue of notation and dynamic balance when it comes 
to the shakuhachi part of some of my works. Western music notation usually imposes a kind 
of ‘quantisation’ (composer Trevor Wishart calls that ‘lattices’)77 to various musical 
parameters such as pitch, time, dynamics, etc., and that can result in the loss of certain 
performing nuances of non-Western instruments. Additionally, being a bamboo instrument, 
the shakuhachi can get very easily overpowered by an ‘aggressive’ electronic part or even by 
comparable Western instruments like the concert flute. It is imperative for the composer to 
realise that this ’masking’ could affect not only acoustic but also aesthetic aspects, should she 
fail to recognise or appreciate what is of importance to another culture.78 It is therefore 
essential to find ways of avoiding an ‘appropriation without understanding’ approach when 
we bring two (musical) traditions together; only then will what is gained be more important 
than what is lost.  
 
 
                                                
75 ‘Masking’ is a term derived from acoustics. When two sounds are played together, we say that one 
masks the other when the latter can no longer be perceived.  
 
76 Simon Emmerson, ‘Appropriation, Exchange, Understanding’, in EMS: Electroacoustic Music 
Studies Network, Beijing 2006, (p.2) <http://www.ems-network.org/spip.php? article292> [accessed 
19 January 2019]  
 
77 Trevor Wishart, On Sonic Art, (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1996), p. 23. 
 
78 Emmerson, ‘Appropriation, Exchange, Understanding’, p. 8. 
   





5.4 Conclusion and future research 
 
Conceptualising ma and wabi-sabi proved to be a very difficult task. These concepts were 
devised in Japan hundreds of years before the arrival of Western philosophy and art theory – 
during the Meiji period (1868-1912) – and their manifestations extend from the purely 
tangible to the extremely abstract or sometimes even metaphysical.79 In the first chapter of 
this thesis, I attempted to present the fundamental aesthetic components of wabi-sabi and 
provide a hint of the nature of ma through research and personal insight into aspects of 
Japanese culture (through traditional Japanese martial arts practice and shakuhachi 
performance). In the subsequent chapters, I explained how I perceived various manifestations 
of the concept of ma and the influence of the aesthetics of wabi-sabi during the composition 
of acoustic, electronic, and electroacoustic works for my portfolio. Moreover, I described my 
compositional ideas, creative tools and techniques, and finally, the difficulties of bringing 
elements of two different cultures together and the ways I devised to overcome them.  
 
The work I have done during the course of my PhD studies convinced me that the concepts of 
ma and wabi-sabi can indeed be used as aesthetic and structural fundamentals for my 
compositional practice; a compositional practice rooted in the Western art music tradition and 
thus so far removed from the world of Japanese arts where these concepts have flourished. 
By doing that, I am able to explore asymmetrical temporal structures, grant the performers 
more expressive freedom, avoid totalising forms,80 and ultimately, question the authority of 
the composer by creating works that invite (as much as possible) and not convey 
                                                
79 Koren, Wabi-Sabi: Further Thoughts, p. 45. 
 
80 Kramer, ‘The Nature and Origins of Musical Postmodernism’, p. 16. 





interpretations of meaning. For future research, I would like to attempt transferring my ideas 
and techniques used so far into writing for orchestra (with or without electronics). In my 
ensemble works, the free time format, the absence of a conductor, and the fact that all 
performers read from the main score allow the musicians a certain degree of flexibility and 
expressive freedom that gives the music a specific fluidity which was the effect I sought to 
achieve in these works. Is it possible to produce the same effect with a significantly larger 
group of musicians such as a symphonic orchestra? I have to overcome several obstacles in 
order to achieve such transference; for example, I assume it is extremely impractical or even 
impossible for all musicians to read from the same score and I highly doubt that such a large 
ensemble could operate without a conductor. It is therefore necessary to adjust my techniques 
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for flute, clarinet, piano, cello, and double bass
2016

Daitoku-ji (the ‘temple of Great Virtue’) is a Buddhist temple, one of fourteen
autonomous branches of the Rinzai school of Japanese Zen. It is located in Kita-
ku, Kyoto, Japan. Daitoku-ji became closely linked to the master of the Japanese
tea ceremony, Sen no Rikyū, who underwent Zen training there, and
consequently to the realm of the Japanese tea cult (particularly the tradition of
wabi-cha).
'Daitoku-ji's tea room' is a sonic walk through the gardens of the temple.
Instructions:
- All performers read from the main score.
- Each system lasts approximately 17 seconds, if there is no fermata. A fermata
may  extend the total duration beyond 17 seconds.
- The performers are placed on various spots on stage (A relatively large stage
would be ideal), as far as possible from each other, and not in a typical formation. 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































vibrato not in sync
with the double bass
fast vib.          ord.
¯¯¯
?
ê Cello & Double Bass: Increase the speed of your
vibrato immediately for 2-3 sec. every time the pianist
plays a chord, then gradually return to the original speed.
Like a pebble hitting the surface of a pond.
slow quarter-tone vibrato
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fast vib.          ord.
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Yūgen suggests that which is beyond of what can be said, but it is not an
allusion to another world. It is about this world, this experience. 
It describes the subtle profundity of things. 
Instructions:
- All performers read from the main score.
- Each system lasts approximately 20 seconds, if there is no fermata. A
fermata may  extend the total duration beyond 20 seconds.
- The performers are placed on various spots on stage (A relatively large stage
would be ideal), as far as possible from each other, and not in a typical
formation. 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Play the fundamental and subsequently
touch the appropriate node on the string
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